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COMPANY OVERVIEW

25+ years developing technology and tech companies, including Core Security Technologies, Garage Lab, and Aconcagua Ventures as well as consulting for corporations and government agencies.

25+ years leading technology labs and research teams, co-founding tech firms as well as consulting for enterprise tech and governments agencies.

GLOBAL FOOTPRINT

Founded in 2010

350+ member distributed team across 15+ countries

Montevideo | Buenos Aires and Córdoba | Charlotte | Barcelona
As of January 26th, 2022 Satellogic is a publicly-traded company, listed on the Nasdaq stock exchange under SATL.
COMPANY OVERVIEW

Key Biscayne, Florida

CONSTELLATION DEPLOYMENT

- 42 Satellites Launched
  (3 early prototypes + 35 NewSats)
- 34 Satellites in orbit
- 6 Satellites under integration process

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

- 26 Granted patents
- 43 Pending applications
- 20+ Inventions in pipeline
TODAY

34 SATELLITES IN ORBIT

100% deployment success rate

FUTURE

200+ SATELLITES IN ORBIT

Daily remaps of the planet
RESPONSIVE MISSIONS
Tailored Mark V mission design and SSO launch

CUSTOM MISSIONS
Fully customizable NewSat model to meet mission requirements
USER CENTERED OFFERINGS

- **CONSTELLATION-AS-A-SERVICE**
  Dedicated satellite fleet for sovereign territory

- **ASSET MONITORING**
  Global tasking capacity for high-resolution satellite imagery
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In-house Platform

Partner Platforms

API

Affordable and Transparent Pricing

Orbit

Space Systems

Ferrol, Spain
Multispectral Imagery

DATA ACCESS AND FLEXIBLE INTEGRATION
Gold Medal in NGA Imagery Olympics
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